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Introduction
The overall performance of the candidates was good, which suggested that the majority of
the centres have prepared their candidates in line with the requirements of the specification.
Candidates performed generally well on most questions.
This has been reflected in the marks gained by the candidates in Section A (Listening),
Section B (Reading) and Section C (Writing).
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Question 2
Question (Q) 2 was a listening passage highlighting the sufferings of the flood victims from
poor backgrounds during recent floods in Pakistan.
Candidates were asked to put X (cross) against the four correct statements from the eight
given statements. The majority of the candidates scored at least three marks out of four.
A few candidates were confused about options G (the old houses are being repaired) and
H (rehabilitation of the affected people is being continued). When preparing candidates,
teachers should encourage their candidates to practice more for listening tasks,
where candidates should listen to the audio recording carefully and pick out the relevant key
words.

Question 3 (i)
Q3 (i) statement was about the 'success' story of women in sports in Pakistan.
In the rubric, candidates were asked to write the English letter corresponding with the
correct word in Urdu. The correct answer was H for this statement, from the eight given
words. The majority of the candidates responded correctly.
Some candidates wrote the actual keyword as their response instead of the English letter,
as instructed in the rubrics.
Candidates must follow the rubric advice given, at all times.

Question 3 (ii)
Q3 (ii) statement was about winning the 'gold medal in cricket', which was a matter of
pride for women in Pakistan.
In the rubric, candidates were asked to write the English letter corresponding with the
correct Urdu word. The correct answer was F for this statement, from the eight given words.
The majority of the candidates responded correctly.
Some candidates wrote the actual keyword as their response instead of the English letter,
as instructed in the rubrics.
Candidates must follow the rubric advice given, at all times.

Question 3 (iii)
Q3 (iii) statement was about womens' effective participation, not only in the national sports
competitions but in international sports as well.
In the rubric, candidates were asked to write the English letter corresponding with the
correct Urdu word, which was C for this statement, from the eight given words. The majority
of the candidates responded correctly.
Some candidates wrote the actual keyword as their response instead of the English letter,
as instructed in the rubrics.
Candidates must follow the rubric advice given, at all times.
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Question 3 (iv)
Q3 (iv) statement was about the difficulties Pakistani women have to overcome in order
to participate in international sports.
In the rubric, candidates were asked to write the English letter corresponding with the
correct Urdu word, which was E for this statement, from the eight given words. The majority
of the candidates responded correctly.
Some candidates wrote the actual keyword as their response instead of the English letter
as instructed in the rubrics.
Candidates must follow the rubric advice given, at all times.
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Question 4
This question was an interview/conversation between Faraz and Seema, where Faraz talks
about exercise. Candidates were asked to listen and write answers to the given questions, in
Urdu.
The assessment criteria required that the candidate should be able to listen to the
conversation/interview and extract specific information, based on the question asked. There
were eight marks allocated to this question.
Being a listening skills test, the candidates were not penalised for 'lifting' directly from the
text, nor for the poor quality of Urdu language. However, they should either have responded
in a short relevant sentence or written key words, and avoided copying out part of the
spoken sentence.
In this task, Seema is asking questions about how to be physically more active during
work or at home. It is imperative to understand what is being asked, and then to select
appropriate and relevant vocabulary.
For the whole Listening Section, candidates should listen to the recording, make precise
notes and replay as necessary, within the specified time.
A very effective way to answer questions in listening assessment is to replay and listen to
the specific part of the interview and make notes before writing down the answer.
Q4 (c) was about ‘they sit and work on the computer for a long time in the office or sit and
watch TV at home’, which were the main keywords - anything else was not appropriate or
was additional.
This clip shows how some candidates were confused in answering Q4 (b) and (c).
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Examiner Comments

Although the candidate has managed to answer
most items of this question correctly, they have
not understood Q4 (b) and Q4 (c).
It is imperative to read the question a few
times and then respond to it.
6 marks

Examiner Tip

• Read the question several times
• Identify keywords
• Replay the audio recording, making notes
• Then write your answer
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Question 4(a) was about ‘Travel and Tourism’.
For the whole Listening Section, candidates should listen to the recording, make precise
notes and replay as necessary, within the specified time.
For Q4, this was more critical because it is a long interview. Listening and selecting the key
words was essential.
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Examiner Comments

Although the candidate has managed to answer
most items of this question correctly, they have
not understood Question 4(a).
Candidates must ensure that they read the
question carefully and then respond to it.

Examiner Tip

The answer should include the keywords and
reflect the context. Candidates should replay and
listen to the specific part of the interview and
make notes, before writing down the answer.
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Some candidates were able to answer this question correctly.

Examiner Comments

This is an example of a correct response.
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Question 6
Q6 was about the charity work of a world-renowned singer who was performing in her
concert in London.
Candidates were required to read the passage in Urdu and answer the question in English,
relate their answers exclusively to the passage, and convey all relevant information
required.
A large number of candidates scored high marks. A few candidates lost one or two
marks, mostly due to a lack of understanding of the question.

Examiner Comments

In this clip, to score full marks in Q6 (a) and (b),
candidates should focus on understanding the question - it is
not enough to say that she is a singer.
(a) She is great singer/her way of singing/her singing style...
(b) She helps poor and/or needy

Examiner Tip

Candidates should practise
and learn how to answer the
question extracting information
from the text, without losing the
actual meaning of the sentence.

As before, candidates must always read the instructions
carefully and look for appropriate keywords or phrases.
3 marks
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Examiner Comments

In this clip, the candidate responds in a precise way within the context of
the given passage.
This is a very good answer because the candidate gives specific
responses.
As before, candidates must always read the instructions carefully and
look for appropriate keywords or phrases.
Again, as before, candidates should practise answering the questions
with information from the passage, without losing the actual meaning of
the sentence.
5 marks
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Question 7
Q7 was a narrated passage about Aliya who visited her uncle after his invitation and
stayed with his family in Karachi. Candidates were required to answer the target language
questions in their own words, in Urdu.
Some candidates did not follow the rubric and answered the question by lifting
information from the passage. There were some examples where total 'lifting' of sentences
from the passage was carried out. In such cases, the candidates did not manipulate the
language and lost valuable marks.
Some candidates did not keep their answers in the past tense, where necessary.
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Examiner Comments

The candidates has understood the question but lost marks
in items Q7(e) and Q7(g) by missing the keywords ‘Quite
big from inside, large bedrooms with attached bathrooms'.
7 marks

Examiner Tip

If the question demands using their own words candidates
should:
• avoid 'lifting'
• learn the technique of how to manipulate the language
without losing the actual meaning of the sentence
• practise this technique
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Examiner Comments

In this clip, the candidate has written answers
precisely and to the point.
Again, candidates are advised always to read
the instructions carefully and look for keywords.
10 marks
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Question 8
Q8 topic was very interesting and well received by the candidates.
It was gratifying to read that most of the candidates had a happy school life.
Most of them had a clear opinion on co-education and stressed the fact that the Pakistan
government needs to open more schools and colleges, and provide free education
for poor children from poor backgrounds to improve literacy among poor people.
Most candidates performed well on this topic.
It was pleasing to note that quite a large number of centres have prepared
their candidates for this task and there were good responses.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate has covered all of the bullet points
and elaborates with good quality of language. This
helps to achieve marks in the top bands for both
Content and Response and Quality of Language.
30 marks
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Examiner Tip

Candidates should avoid using unnecessary
and incorrect use of proverbs.

Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:
•

All rubrics or instructions must be read, understood and followed carefully for each type
of question

•

It is important to make notes of specific information for Section A (Listening) of this
paper

•

It is always helpful to be precise. It is better to write relevant key words, than long
sentences (Q4, Q6 and Q7)

•

Q7 (Reading task) demands responses in your own words. Candidates must avoid total
'lifting' from the given passage, and should try to manipulate the language

•

For Q8 (Writing task), it is important for candidates to plan and organise the essays
carefully, within the context of the given bullet points, in order to achieve marks in the
top bands both for Content and Quality of Language

Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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